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We investigated phase dynamics of sinusoidal forearm tracking with delayed visual feedback. To this end
we introduced two data analysis tools which enabled us to find several delay-induced transitions between
qualitatively different regimes. Our results show that the investigation of delay-induced transitions of the phase
dynamics in tracking movements provides us with insights into the underlying neuronal signal processing. In
particular, we experimentally verified predictions of a recently presented mathematical model@P. Tass, A.
Wunderlin, and M. Schanz, J. Biol. Phys.21, 83 ~1995!#. @S1063-651X~96!51009-3#

PACS number~s!: 87.22.Jb, 05.451b

The control of visually guided movements is based on the
interactions of visual and proprioceptive feedback. The latter
is a consequence of the mechanism of proprioception which
continuously provides the brain with information about the
muscles’ activity and the resulting biomechanical changes.

Feedback can be analyzed in tracking experiments, where
a motion has to be synchronized with a visually presented
target. In various tracking experiments an artificial delay was
introduced in the visual feedback loop in order to analyze
visually guided movements~cf. @2#!. Tracking with a delay
was also used to analyze the oculomotor system alone@3# or
the interaction between skeletomotor and oculomotor control
@4#. The root mean square error between target and tracking
signals@2# and return maps of the pointwise relative phase
~to be defined below! @5# were used to quantify the dynam-
ics. In an experiment of Beuteret al., subjects had to main-
tain a constant finger displacement although a variable time
delay was inserted into the visual feedback@6#. With increas-
ing time delays irregular rhythms appeared with short inter-
mittent periods of regular oscillations.

In this paper we present an approach which enables us to
reveal qualitatively different dynamical regimes and to ana-
lyze the impact of artificial delays on visually guided move-
ments. In particular we show that investigating delay induced
transitions of the phase dynamics in tracking movements
makes it possible to analyze the underlying neuronal signal
processing.

Analyzing the phase of motion turned out to be fruitful
several times~for a review, see@7#!. In particular we refer to
the model of phase transitions in human hand movements
presented by Hakenet al. @8#, where the frequency of an
oscillatory movement served as control parameter. In our
experiments, the artificial delay, which is inserted into the
visual feedback loop, serves as control parameter. Variation
of this delay gives rise to several bifurcations which are re-
lated to characteristic dynamical states.

The complex neuronal interactions which realize the pro-
cessing of proprioceptive and visual information remain un-

clear so far. On the other hand, in nonlinear systems with
multiple negative feedback loops, extremely complex dy-
namics may evolve@9#. Thus, in order to be guided to delay-
induced movement patterns, a model was developed which is
based on a few neurophysiological assumptions@1#. In this
paper we introduce two data analysis tools in order to con-
firm at least qualitatively several of the model’s predictions.
The comparison between the experimental data and the mod-
el’s behavior allows us to decide whether the model’s as-
sumptions make sense or whether they have to be modified
or even rejected.

Next we briefly sketch the experimental setup. For further
details we refer to@2,5#. Recordings of sinusoidal forearm
tracking with delayed visual feedback were performed with
26 right handed normal subjects~7 female; 19 male; age
range: 19–53 yrs; mean age: 28.4 yrs!. In the experiment
subjects are comfortably sitting in a chair in front of an os-
cilloscope. With their right arm they grasp a manipulandum
handle of low inertia and low friction. Two signals are dis-
played on the oscilloscope: 1. Thetarget signalis a vertical
double bar moving sinusoidally in the horizontal direction
with a constant frequency. 2. Subjects control the position of
a further vertical bar, the so-calledtracking signal, by means
of the manipulandum. To this end the angle of the manipu-
landum handle is fed into a delay unit and presented with an
experimentally controlled delay as horizontal position of the
tracking signal on the oscilloscope. Thus, when the manipu-
landum is shifted to the right for vanishing delay the tracking
signal turns to the right and vice versa. Subjects are required
to keep the tracking signal in the middle between the moving
double bar, so that tracking signal and target signal are syn-
chronized. Target signal, tracking signal, and manipulandum
angle are digitized each with 250 Hz and stored for off-line
analysis.

The target frequency is the subject’s preferred tracking
frequency. It is determined in a short preexperimental trial
where the oscilloscope is turned off and the subject is asked
to perform sinusoidal forearm movements with a most con-
venient frequency. The preferred target frequency in our
group ranges from 0.5 to 0.9 Hz. The target frequency is kept
constant throughout the entire experimental session.
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During a single recording therelative delayt rel is con-
stant. The latter is defined byt rel5t/T, wheret denotes the
experimentally controlled delay which is inserted into the
visual feedback loop, whereasT is the target period. From
trial to trial only the relative delay is pseudorandomly varied.
Depending on the subject 9 to 15 different delays are tested
over a period of 15 min for each delay. Between the single
trials pauses had to be inserted so that the subjects did not
become exhausted. The recording session lasted between
2.5 and 4 h.

Along the lines of atop-down approach, a model was
presented@1# which describes the synchronization process
between two oscillators, namely, the oscillating target signal
and the oscillatory forearm movement. The derivation of the
model equation relies on the followingassumptions: 1. The
amplitude dynamics of the forearm oscillator is neglected in
a first approximation. 2. Except for the experimentally con-
trolled delay all other delays are neglected because under
physiological conditions they are assumed to be compen-
sated. 3. The control of the tracking movement is based on
nonlinear interactions of target signal, tracking signal, and
proprioceptive feedback signal. 4. For vanishing delayt the
subject is assumed to track without any mistake. 5. We take
into account that healthy subjects are able to reproduce the
target frequency. For this reason the eigenfrequency of the
forearm oscillator equals the target frequency which is de-
noted byv.

Let us denote the target signal, i.e., the target’s horizontal
position on the oscilloscope, bys1(t)5A1sinu(t), whereA1

is constant. Thus,u̇5du/dt5v. Analogously the tracking
signal, i.e., the time delayed displayed manipulandum angle,
is denoted bys2(t)5A2sin@c(t2t)#, whereA2 in the model
is assumed to be constant~cf. assumption 1!. t denotes the
artificial delay which is inserted into the visual feedback
loop. In order to describe the phase dynamics of the tracking
behaviour appropriately, we introduce thephase difference
f between target signal and tracking signal by putting
f(t)5u(t)2c(t2t). With these notations we obtain the
model equation

~1!

wherea andb are positive real constants@1#. The right-hand
side of Eq.~1! reflects two matching processes: Term I cor-
responds to the matching between target signal and actual
forearm position given by the proprioceptive feedback. Term
II corresponds to purely visual matching: The subject has to
minimize the angular displacement between target signal and
tracking signal.

A qualitative analysis of this model leads to the following
mainpredictions: 1.Subcritical shift of the fixed point.Start-
ing with vanishing delay~i.e., t50) and increasingt causes
a shift of the stable fixed point of the phase differencef0
according to

f05
vt

2
1arctanS a2b

a1b
tan

vt

2 D . ~2!

2. Oscillations.Whent exceeds a critical time delaytcrit a
Hopf bifurcation occurs, giving rise to an oscillation of the
phase differencef. 3.Running solutions.By further increase

of the delay running solutions, i.e., infinite growth of phase
difference, occur. We denote rather monotonically increasing
or decreasing running solutions as ‘‘drifts.’’ On the other
hand a rather monotonic increase or decrease off may al-
ternate with small amplitude oscillations confined to one
cycle. This type of running solution may be called ‘‘cycle
slipping.’’ The oscillatory as well as the rather monotonic
part of the dynamics may dominate, giving rise to different
types of cycle slipping. Delay-induced transitions between
the different types of running solutions take place as well. 4.
Chaotic region.For larger delays the system also exhibits
chaotic oscillations with amplitudes confined to one or at
most two phase cycles. The determination of the Lyapunov
dimension of the delay dependent sequence of attractors
showed that limit cycle oscillations or fixed point behavior
can be encountered at larger delays~cf. Fig. 11 in @1#!.

Now we present two data analysis techniques to investi-
gate the phase dynamics of the experimental data and to
check the predictions of the model. The first method aims at
continuous determination of the phase difference of two sig-
nals, whereas the second method is based on a pointwise
detection of phase relations.

The continuous phase difference between two signalss1
and s2 can be defined in a consistent way by means of the
analytic signal approach@10#. This technique provides us
with the instantaneousphase and amplitude of an arbitrary
signal s(t). The analytic signal is a complex function of
time, z(t)5s(t)1 j s̃(t)5A(t)ejfH(t), where the function
s̃(t) is the Hilbert transform~HT! of s(t)

s̃~ t !5p21 PE
2`

` s~t!

t2t
dt ~3!

~where P means that the integral is taken in the sense of the
Cauchy principal value!. The instantaneous phasefH(t) of
the signals(t) is thus defined in a unique way. As the HT
can be easily calculated numerically, the phase difference of
two signalss1(t) ands2(t) can be obtained as

f1~ t !2f2~ t !5arctan
s̃1~ t !s2~ t !2s1~ t !s̃2~ t !

s1~ t !s2~ t !1 s̃1~ t !s̃2~ t !
. ~4!

This way, we calculate normalized phase differences from
experimental data:Df5(f12f2)/2p. In all subjects we
observed the theoretically predicted tracking movement pat-
terns as shown in Fig. 1.

Another approach to detect qualitatively different dynami-
cal regimes is symbolic transformation@11# of the pointwise
relative phase. The latter is determined at discrete time steps
given by the peaks of the target signal. We denote the timing
point of thej th maximum of the target signal byt j

(1) and the
timing point of the corresponding nearest maximum of the
tracking signal byt j

(2) With these notations thepointwise
relative phasew j is given byw j5(t j

(2)2t j
(1))/T, whereT is

the period of the target signal. The maximum detection is not
problematic because both signals are not obscured by noise.
Note that we do not filter the signals.

The relative phases are transformed into a symbolic se-
quences1 , . . . ,sN according to the following rule:
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sj5H 0 if w j
r,2a

1 if 2a,w j
r,a

2 if w j
r.a

, ~5!

wherea is a parameter. This one-parameter symbolic trans-
formation reduces the amount of information but emphasizes
the robust properties of the dynamics. The symbolic se-
quences can be visualized by assigning the symbols 0, 1, and
2 to the colors black, grey, and white respectively. Grey
corresponds to a rather accurate performance of the trial,
where the degree of accuracy depends on the value ofa.
Black and white respectively correspond to the case in which
the tracking signal is in advance or behind as compared with
the target signal. The symbolic pattern of all trials of one
subject for a value ofa50.025 are shown in Fig. 2. This
value has been found suitable to reflect the qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes. Already this simple coding rule exhibits four
delay dependent dynamic regions, all of them verified by
means of the HT method, too: 1. Fixed point region between
t rel50 andt rel50.075, where grey dominates correspond-
ing to rather accurate tracking performance. 2. Oscillatory

tracking behavior with worse tracking performance for
t rel50.1 andt rel50.125. 3. Different types of running so-
lutions betweent rel50.2 andt rel50.9. 4. Oscillatory track-
ing behavior fort rel51.

In order to quantify transitions between different dynamic
regions, measures of complexity have to be applied to the
symbolic sequences@12#. To this end we compute the Shan-
non entropy of the symbolic sequences for all values of the
control parameter and the relative frequences of all different
words of a certain length, in each sequence that can be
formed with three symbols. These complexity measures en-
abled us to significantly quantify transitions between differ-
ent dynamic regions: 1. betweent rel50.2 and t rel50.3
~transition from cycle slipping to drift according to HT!, 2.
betweent rel50.5 andt rel50.6, 3. betweent rel50.6 and
t rel50.7, where the HT method revealed cycle slipping
evolving in five (t rel50.5), two (t rel50.6), and four
(t rel50.7) cycles.

In summary, we demonstrated several delay-induced tran-
sitions in movement data. In particular, the following predic-
tions of the model have been confirmed by the results of data
analysis.

FIG. 1. Typical examples of theoretically predicted tracking movement patterns verified by HT method: Plots showDf plotted over time
as well asDf phase space plot~with t05t/4) and original data: target signals1, tracking signals2 ~boldface!, both given in radians.
Amplitude ofs1 corresponds to614.5° manipulandum excursion.~a! Noisy shifted fixed point, where target signal advances tracking signal
(t rel50.15).~b! Oscillatory tracking pattern (t rel50.28).~c! Chaoslike oscillatory tracking pattern (t rel50.28). We avoid the discussion of
whether the chaoslike patterns are chaos or noisy periodic oscillations; we believe that we cannot distinguish between these two cases as the
data are nonstationary.~d! Drift dynamics, where the subject passes the target nearly permanently (t rel50.9).~e! Cycle slipping. Signals plot
shows how the subject passes the target once, thereby slipping from one cycle to the other (t rel50.7). Target frequency5 0.5 Hz ~a!,
0.5 Hz ~b!, 0.5 Hz ~c!, 0.7 Hz ~d!, 0.7 Hz ~e!.
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~i! Fixed point regime with fixed point shift occurs for
small delays.

~ii ! Oscillatory tracking patterns occur with increasing de-
lay.

~iii ! Running solutions take place at larger delays. In par-
ticular, delay-induced transitions between drift and different
types of cycle slipping occur.

~iv! For high delays quite simple tracking dynamics~fixed
point behavior or small amplitude oscillations! are observed
besides the running solutions.

Minimal changes ofa andb modify the model’s bifurca-
tion route dramatically. Because of the long duration of the

experimental sessions, the parameters of the system cannot
be considered as constant in the different trials, e.g., due to
fatigue. For this reason we cannot estimatea andb by com-
paring our experimental data with numerical bifurcation
routes for fixeda andb. Although the shift of the fixed point
is clearly observed we were not able to verify Eq.~2! quan-
titatively for two reasons:~a! the system parameters vary
during the experimental session and~b! in all subjects the
number of trials with fixed point dynamics was too small. In
order to investigate bifurcation scenarios as well as fixed
point shift we need data in which the delay changes within a
single trial ~quasistatically!.

Note that HT as well as symbolic dynamics aim at inves-
tigating different aspects of the phase dynamics: HT pro-
vides the continuous phase difference, whereas symbolic dy-
namics ~in the present study! is based on the pointwise
relative phase confined to the 2p interval. Nevertheless both
methods succeded in detecting several theoretically predicted
regimes of the phase dynamics corresponding to characteris-
tic delay induced tracking movement patterns.

According to our results both data analysis tools presented
in this article enable us to analyze tracking behavior in detail,
e.g., by fittinga/b from Eq. ~2! to experimental data. This
way we can study tracking strategies, compensation of arti-
ficial delays, and motor learning in terms of the strength of
visual versus proprioceptive feedback.
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FIG. 2. Delay-induced movement patterns revealed by three
symbols coding of the relative phase fora50.025. The sequence of
pointwise relative phasew j within one trial is plotted over the index
j , so that~discrete! time is on the abscissa andt rel is on the ordi-
nate. The symbol sequences of all trials are plotted starting with
t rel50 at the bottom of the plot.
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